
DESCRIPTION

Applications

VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE BASE MOUNTED ROTARY SCREW AIR COMPRESSOR 
PBS-VSERIES

Focus Pneumatic’s 
PBS Series Variable Speed 
Drive Base Mounted Rotary 
Screw Compressors are 
leading edge Industrial 
machines, resulting in 
a continuing focus on 
quality engineering, quality 
manufacturing and energy 
saving technology.

These Compressors offer an 
energy efficient solution to 
Industrial Air Compressor 
requirements from 5.5 to 
630kW.

Available with pressure 
options from 7-25 bar, 
the PBS Series Screw 
Compressor range is 
designed and built to 
provide efficient and reliable 
delivery of compressed 
air over a long service life 
in the most demanding of 
environments.

75-180hp (55-132Kw)
Motor Power

8100-20100L/Min 
(282-784cfm)
Air Delivery

08/10bar (116/145psi)
Operating Pressure

- Large Scale Manufacturing

- Farming

- Mining

- Engineering 

-Waste and Recycling 
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*Warranty applies to which condition occurs first
5 YEAR OR 10,000 HOUR WARRANTY*DESIGNED AND BUILT IN ITALY
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FEATURES

ENGINEERED FOR LONGEVITY

- Elastic couplings reduce vibrations and ensures smooth operation

- DuPont™ Hytel® Material Combines Resilience, heat and chemical resistance. 
Bolstering strength and working life

- Easy access for service and maintenance

I STATION ELECTRONIC CONTROLLER

- Clear and easy to understand display

- Precise control of the main operating parameters

- Daily or weekly operating programs with CAN-BUS interface

- Connect up-to 6 compressors with the serial interface

COOLED TO MAXIMIZE EFFICIENCY
- 2 zone cooling by two centrifugal fans manage the internal cabinet temperature 
maintaining optimal operating conditions

- Fans are controlled to balance efficient cooling and energy consumption

- Near silent fan operation, keep operating volumes to a minimum 

PERFECT BALANCE BETWEEN POWER AND EFFICIENCY

- IE3 Motor reduces power consumption reducing your annual power costs

- Variable speed models feature independent cooling fans allowing for a cooler motor 
temperature on a wide speed range, providing a wider range of air flow rate variations.  
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EASY ACCESS DESIGN

1. Suction Filter - Removes the smallest particles of 
dust, the large surface ensures a long service life and 
minimal pressure drop.

2. Screw Compressor Element - The lubricated single 
stage element built to deliver excellent efficiency and 
reliability. 

3. Radial Fan - Generates high flow of cooling air while 
maintaining low noise levels

4. Air/Oil Radiator - Resized to ensure optimum work-
ing temperatures in any environmental condition while 
being easy to clean. 

5. Air/Oil Separator - The exclusive cyclone technology 
guarantees a pre-separation efficiency of more than 
99.9%

 6. Condensate Separator Filter - Installed after the 
radiator allows for high quality output air.

7. Independent Cooling Fan - Installed on the variable 
speed PBS-V models allows for cooling across wide op-
erating speeds and increases air flow capability.
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WHY SHOULD YOU BE USING A VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE COMPRESSOR.
With the principle of stabilizing the voltage, the rotary speed is change according to fluctuation of air demand from the end users to achieved energy saving. Focus 
Pneumatics PBS-V Series Variable Speed Drive (VSD) air compressor have the advantages of high efficient performance, absolute reliability, low energy consumption 
and facilitation for maintenance.

• Accurate discharge pressure (lower than 0.1 bar).

• Exceptional energy efficiency.

• Prolonged lifetime as lower operation speed when partial load.

• Super low noise output.

• Soft start eliminates peak current.

• lnter-useable 5OHz and 60Hz.

• Special unload function offers maximum security and variety of operation modes

Starting and Running

Cost Comparison

Steady Pressure and Economical Electricity

Steady Pressure and Economical Electricity

As shown in the pictures, we can see the Variable Speed Drive Compressor 
starts out slowly and then accelerates. This starting mode is more steady than 
the soft starting, and totally prevents the current peak from occurring. 

After reaching the nominal pressure, the VSD compressor will switch over to 
variable speed operation.  VSD Compressors ensures  the output of the demand 
air quantity under the steady pressure, preventing the energy wastage that 
occurs during fixed speed loading and unloading operations. 

Under stable delivery pressure principle, Focus Pneumatics PBS Series Variable 
Speed Drive Air Compressors can  accurately the rotor speed of the air end 
according to the change of used air flow; and only supply necessary air flow. At 
the same time, it only consumes the energy needed for the compressed air  and 
save energy consumption.

The saved energy costs is more than the initial cost of the compressor itself.

The picture shows the pressure comparison runs between common air 
compressor and VSD air compressors. Common air compressors can frequently 
load and unload between usable pressure and the hysterisis pressure of 1.5 bar 
at all time, however, this will pay for 10.5% electricity waste brought by 1.5 bar 
difference on the condition that inverter control are always at usable pressure. 
(say 1 bar increase will waste 7% electricity.) In addition, it will consume 45% 
more during idling and standby. Hence, air supply at steady pressure help 
electricity saving and can avoid unfavorable elements taken to production due to 
short of machine lie and unstable pressure when loading and unloading. 

Focus Pneumatics Series VSD Air Compressors carry the latest modularised 
inverters with high performance. The inverter is OEM by domestic and 
overseas suppliers, complying with Focus Pneumatics standards. The inverter 
automatically matches with motor, read and check real-time parameters if 
motor, and keep the best match between inverter and motor.

Initial setting can be for the inverter at cutting off motor and load The inverter 
can automatically unload the motor. Not influenced by the power grid wave, the 
inverter can automatically compensate output voltage to motor rated voltage 
less than 10%

It can be achieved with an inverter that drives the frequency of multiple 
compressors to achieve linkage control, allowing: 

- Perfect hitch protection function can help broad protection of the inverter and 
motor.

- Slight moment fluctuation, fast speed compensation, strong anti loading 
concussion, with inserted reactor.

- Multi speed function and inserted PLC function can auto control to multi 
frequency logic.

- Steady output frequency and strong anti-interfearance ability, which has 
passed laboratory certification.

- Personalised functions

- Starting rotary speed of 0.5HZ/150% (switched virtual circuit) 

- Speed range: 1:100, remarkable energy savings

- Steady speed precision versus standard drive. Overload ability allows: 150% 
rated current for 60 seconds and 180% current for 1 second. 

Allowing for equipment testing to be conducted safely. 
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VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE MOTORS SPECIFICATIONS

Model Motor Power
(Kw/hp)

Max 
Pressure
(bar/psi)

Air Flow
(cfm/ L/min)

Weight (kg) Dimensions
(L x W x H) 

PBS750-V 55/75
08/116 321/8800

1280 2100 x 1350 x 1550
10/145 282/8100

PBS1000-V 75/100
08/116 403/9900

1750 2200 x 1350 x 1550
10/145 382/12300

PBS1250-V 90/125
08/116 530/9900

1950 2200 x 1350 x 1750
10/145 442/12300

PBS1500-V 110/150
08/116 653/10900

2540 3050 x 1850 x 2120
10/145 565/12300

PBS1800-V 132/180
08/116 784/20100

2840 3050 x 1850 x 2120
10/145 689/22200


